
Emerald Coast Sing Off Preliminary Audition Rules and Judging Procedures 
 

A) There will be 6 preliminary audition sessions, starting on Monday, February 22, 2016, and running for six 

consecutive Mondays, through March 28, 2016. All auditions will be held at Buffalo Chips Sports Bar, located 

at 138 Miracle Strip Parkway, Fort Walton Beach, Florida from 3 to 9 pm.  
 

B) After each audition session there will be an after party hosted by the band Paradise Bayou. 

 

C) There will be a $25 fee to audition the first time, and a $10 fee to audition at all other auditions. Audition 

fees must be paid by cash or money order. No checks please. 100% of all audition fees will be awarded to the 

top ten finalists.  
    

D) At each audition session we will have four audition judges. They will be Preston Morelock (Kickstand Jenny 

- head audition judge), Hope Given (Continuum and singer/songwriterr), Jae Richie (singer/songwriter, and 

Christie Morgan (singer/songwriter – 8th Element Wellness Center).  The audition judges will be the same for 

each audition, and for the semifinal round. However only the head judge – Preston Morelock will be a finals 

judge. The other finals judges will be different than the audition and semifinal judges.   
 

E) Only the judges will vote at the auditions. No fan voting until the Semifinals and the finals.  
 

F) Judges will be given score sheets to use, and the score sheets are designed to be a record for the judge’s 

individual use, and are not an official ballot, and the score sheets are only viewed by the judges. 
 

G) The contestant will turn in their entry form to the person registering the singers, and they will be given a 

number which is their place in the singing rotation for that audition.  The singers will then be brought on stage 

and introduced to the judges, and they will tell the judges their name and number and give them a 30 second 

Bio, and tell them what song they will be singing.  
 

H) The contestant will pick the song from our karaoke library or give the CD tracks to the Karaoke Technical 

Host, who will handle the sound, and All songs should be five minutes or less in duration.   
 

I) In case of equipment malfunction we will try again, and if the contestant makes a miscue and wants to start 

over, the judges will take an immediate vote to determine if this will be allowed. However, only one chance 

should be given, and the contestant should be prepared to come back and audition again. 
  

J) Once the contestant finishes their song the judges may comment individually, but there will be no voting at 

this time. HOWEVER – UP TO, AND ONLY TWICE PER SESSION - IF THE JUDGES ALL AGREE,  

THEY MAY IMMEDIATELY ANNOUNCE THEY ARE ADVANCING A SINGER TO THE 

SEMIFINAL ROUND.   The judges will be courteous to the contestants, but they will also be honest. This will 

insure that contestants who did not make the finals at this audition, but that may have a chance to make the 

finals - will audition again, and others will not.  
 

K) After all contestants have performed at each audition the judges will be sequestered, and they will pick four 

to seven contestants to move to the semi-finals on April 24th The decision of the judges will be final, but does 

not have to be unanimous. That is, the majority rules, and Connie and David Bienkemper – MC and Technical 

Host will break any ties, or resolve disputes between the judges.  

 

L) Once the semi-final contestants have been chosen, if they are present, they will be congratulated and 

introduced.  If the winners are not present Wes Fell will notify them of the judge’s decision.  

 

 


